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Security Incident

Students 'Set Record Straight'
The two students involved in

the October 8 encounter with a
university security dispatcher.
beld a press conference last
Friday to "set the record
straight. ..
Brian O'Regan and Bill
Melaugh. both juniors. met with
representatives of both campus

newspapers as well as James
Barrett director of security. to
dispute the reporting of certain
aspects of the incident in both
the Voice and the Free Press.
Though the stories differed
somewhat. both reporters
received their information from
the security director.
security dispatcher Patrick
Norris was suspended and
subsequently dismissed (rom the

post for striking Melaugh
following a disagreement with
him and O'Regan which
originated outside the security
office in Loyola parking iot.
O'Regan retold the story
emphasizing that when he drove
his car up behind Norris' there
was no indication the security
employe was attempting to park.
"He was moving very slowly
along the road and I beeped my
horn once for him to move
along." the student related.
"Both papers."
claimed
O'Regan." made it seem as if
the guys riding in my car yelled
out at Norris. while. in fact. I
had just beeped the horn and not
for an extended period of time."
The junior from South
Portland. Me.. continued with
his story noting that although
Norris got out of his car
"nashing a 5e(:Urity 1.0.:' he
never showed his name. He
explained that since he didn't
feel he'd done anything wrong he
....-ouldn·t show the man his 1.0.
On their way into the security
office to resolve the matter.
O'Regan charges that Norris
twice got upset with him and
grabbed him by the shirt. once
pushing him against the wall.
He also took issue with the
phrase "verbal stand." in the
Voice. attributed to Melaugh's
disagreement with Norris which

led to Melaugh's being "back·
handed" by the man.
.. Actually. Billy only made a
couple of brief comments before
he was slapped. That phrase
made it look as if he was having
a running argument with the
guy." said O'Regan.
Just prior to getting hit. Norris
had asked Melaugh who he was
and where was his 1.0. Melaugh
retorted: "Mine's back in my
room. where's your's?" He too
couldn't understand why they
should have to show their 1.0:s
if Norris had given no proof who
he was.
O'Regan registered additional
complaint that while Norris
wouldn't give him his name,
neither .would one or two other
seeurity department employes
who soon arrived on the scene
teU him the dispatcher's name.
Melaugh criticized the Free
Press article for "making the
students look like criminals," He
said that most of his friends had
gotten that impression from
reading the article.
He was specifically referring
to the line which .stated that
"further complications
compelled" Norris to strike
Melaugh.
O'Regan emphasized near the
end of the session that he didn't
wish to aim his criticism at the

the men treated us fine." he
said.
Barrett only reiterated his
prevIous statement that while a
mistake had been made. the
department would work to avoid
this kind of thing from happening
again.
In response to a general
question from one of the
reporters concerning the
department's policy on the use of
physical force, he explained that
it was only in order for self
defense or when attempting to
prevent someone else from being
hurt.

Faculty Proposal Blocked

Long Term Loans Turned Down
By Timothy Grace
A faculty salary committee
proposal for a long term. no
interest loan rund is illegal under
the government's freeze
guidehnes. according to a letter
sent to John M Hickson, VIcepresident In charge of business
and finance. from Roben
Owens. unlversity counsel. last
.....eek.
The fund would have made
available to faculty amounts

approximating salary Increases
they would have gained during
the Nixon Freeze
Citing the September 21. 1971
edition of the Federal Register.
Owens noted that"An employer
may not gl~'e emplovees no·
interest, no-maturity -loans or
other grants In lieu of pay
increases. Grants rna\' onl\' be
made in accordance' Willi an
established system for making
such loans or grants. A l)ew
system may not be developed

Slars Will 'Dro~

Frost, Taylor to Perform Here
Television entertainer David
Frost will be "dropping in" for
an unscheduled visit with our
campus community on the
evening of November 16.
Literally dropping in. that is. by helicopter - along with Billy
Taylor. the music director of the
David Frost Show and his trio.
Frost and Taylor are two of
seven outstanding men from

difrerenl fields to be honored at'
the Unh'ersity's first annual
Celebrity Night. at Rolling Hills
Country Club in Wilton .
Connecticut on the same
evening. ~ince they will be flying
to the dinner after taping that
day's David Frost Show in New
York ..both .men agreed to fly to
the unlverslty after the affair te
meet with the students and give

Free Concert
A free concert featuring
"Freeway" will be held in the
Campus Center Oak Room
Friday night.
Sponsored by the Student
Government
Social
Commiuee. the concert will
be open, free of charge, to all
those students who have
payed their student activities
lee.
According to Chairman Bill
Springer '73. this is the first
of several functions to be
sponsored by the Student
Government this year which
will only be free to those
whose fee is paid.
Springer estimated that 25
per cent of all undergraduates
still haven't paid which will
inevitably cause the Social
Committees budget to be cut.
as well as others funded bv
the governmenl.
.

A DAD'S POINT OF VIEW is given to Jim Morrow '72. working
for the Cardinal Key du ring registralion at Father's Weekend held
here last Friday. Saturday, and Sunday.

SCULPTOR SMILES - Sculptor Frank Eliscu whose works are
currently on display in the Campus Center smiles as he walks
through the crowd at the opening reception held last Sunday.

a brief performance at about
10: 15 p.m. In the Oak Room.
No Outsiders
Aceording to Robert Formoe.
director of de\,elopment here
who has organlzed the evening.
Frost ..... iIl deliver about ten
minutes of Las Vegas style.
stand·up monologue. The Billy
Taylor Trio will then perform
and then Frost wants to spend
some time "just talking" with
the students.
Formoe also emphasi1.ed that
only Fairfield students will be
admitted into the Oak Room that
night. "There just won't be
enough room for outsiders," he
said.
In addition to Frost and
Taylor. such well known men as
Senator Lowell Weicker. New
York Giant Football Coach Alex
Webster. New York radio
personality John Gambling, as
well as businessmen C. Peter
McCollough, the president of
Xerox, and successful
stockbroker Dan Lufkin will be
honored at Celebrity Night.
Celebrity Night is a
development affair hosted by the
President's Circle ..... hich
includes all those who annually
give $1.000 or more to the
university. It will also honor all
major contributors to the capital
campaign which recently
concluded a three year fund
raising effort totaling more than
three million dollars.
The "black tie""'unction will
be limited to 600 invited guests.
Those not qualifying as major
contributors to the university
will pay $100 per plate.

which in effect provkies a pay
increase ruled out by the
rreeze,"
Owens concludes the leuer
saring. "It would seem quite
evident that the above is
absolutely controlling and would
make the loans as prop'osed
Illegal under the freeze.'·
The Interest free. long term
loan plan was first considered at
the September 28 meeting
bet..... e~n the faculty salary
committee and several members
of the administration. including
the president. the provost. the
dean. and Mr. Hickson.
An emergency short-term fund
had already been established.
making funds available for any
facuh~·. qualifying as "hardship
cases.
Salary commntee members
favored extending this
accommodation to long term
status ...d thout any particular
"means test" to establish
hardship.
The administration explained
that the university's attorneys
.....ould have to be consulted as to
the new plan's legality.
O.....ens· opinion. expected by
October I. didn't arrive until the
end of last .....eek.
According to the ne..... proposal.
payments of the loan to
interested faculty members
could have been made in either
of two options: in four equal
payments from July I. 1971 to
August 31, 1972. or in 24 equal
payments from Sept. I. 1971 to
August 31, 1972.
In neither case. however.
.....ould a faculty member be
allowed to borrow an amount in
excess of the difference bet.....een
his present salary and the
amount he was entitled to
receive under his 71-72 contract.
Another lucrative aspect of the
long term proposal was that it
erfectively enabled faculty hurt
by the freeze to regain their
salary increase without ever
having to repay the loan.
The original proposal states
that: "Repayment of saKi loans
will have been considered to
have been made and the Fund
wil1 have been considered to
have been liquidated when the
terms of the 1971·72 contracts
will have been legally fulfulled
by the University to each
individual Faculty member."
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Computer Plays Bigger Role
By Timothy Grace

More and more students 3re
receiving help with their math-

related subjects these days. not
from their roommates or the
"brainy guy" who sits next to
them in class. but from one of
nine strange looking machines
located in a room - in the
basement of Bannow which
appear to be television screens
mounted on typewriters.
Students have learned to

"escape the boredom or making
long calculations necessary to
complete homework
and

r""'o<
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EXPLAININ<; COMPUTER LOGIC - Dr. John Schurdak of the
computer center offers assistance to a pair of interested pupils.

laboratory

assignments"

by

taking advantage of the
university's IBM 1500 computer

sn1em.
Last year alone, 525 students
picked up APL (A Programming
Language), the most popular

computer language, in addition
to 212 students in the business,
biology, sociology, and
psychology departments who
took a substantial portion of

Tastes Differ

Studen.ts Discuss Cafeteria Food

their introductory statistics
course at the computer center.
Many Learn APL
In all, an estimated 60 per cent
of last year's student body had
an understandinJ.t of APl,
according to Dr. John Schurdak,
director of the division of
educational
research
and
development.
Dr. Schurdak reports that the
center has been "overloaded"
this year, forcing many students
to be turned away, Additional
terminals are now a necessity,
he says.
•
Fairfield's computer operation
is unusual among liberal arts
colleges, he insists, because it is
geared for the small user among
the students and faculty unlike
so many other schools are
mostly concerned with those who
have
major computing
requirements.
"Certainly no other college in
Connecticut makes such an
attempt to reach out to the non·
science student as does this
university, '. notes the director,
It is this philosophy, he
suggests, which has led to
Fairfield's relatively early
adoption of APL as its major
programming
language,
approximately three years ago,
Easy But Powerful
Compared to other languages
such as FORTRAN AND
ALGOL, APL is much easier to
learn and yet still has

Politics and reli~ion aside.
There was verv little common
Manv liked the drinks. the
affects a student more iello. the veeetables aod eround as to improvine the
dinine hall service.
than the food he or she eats. And breakfast.
no topic eives rise to more
diverse opinion and, fierce
a~ument than the quality of the
food and service in the din in!!"
hall.
With c.-oncern mounlin!!" over
the variety and qualitv of the
food. several "food riots'" have
occurred latelv. as well as a
meetin!!" at which offic"ials of the
Spedalized
Manali!-ement
Companv. were on hand to
answer anY' Questions and
comments about the service.
The followine are reactions
elicited from students. Thev
were asked for their opinion on
the best and worst asoeets of the
food service and the areas which
they think could be improved the
most.
Bal'bra Doll. ·7a. said that the
roast beef and the coffee were
good. while she felt that t!'tere
was no opPOrtunitv to cut down
on calories.
She continued bv savin!!" that
there was never enoueh salad.
She sueeested that the cafeteria
stop pulline the lelluce into the
jello
and condiments. and
leave it in the salad bowl where
it belones.
Fran Wiatr. '72. stated that
MONDA Y MORNING CRASH - An unidentified security officer injured himself and totaled one of the
"Breakfast is foolproof. it's all
department's vehicles in an early crash this past Monday. Neither the driver's condition nor the
non-eafeteria made food."
details of the accident had been revealed by Mondav morning.
''''010 by Geor~t Ahlmtytr '7'
He complained that much of
the food is too ereasv. He
sueecsted more varietv at lunch.
Joan Keenan. ·7a. SURRested
that the food be kept holler.
Peter Tassinari felt that the
milk is always kept cold -. iust
"The collej!e must lind Its individuals strone pressures to
the wav he likes il.
"There is no reason whv adults
He contended that "th'e thinRs place as a part of societ v and not conform, It also is beRinnine to
should not be welcomed as
thaI thev ('all hambureers and apart from societv". the Rev. constrict the exercise of
students nor why the universitv
William C. Mcinnes, S.L freedom or individuals bv
meat loaf are inedible."
should not venture bevond its
Claudia Laeana stated thaI the president of the universitv. told financial constraints.
social
own eates through television and
chocolate milk IS "too an audience of 200 fathers and homogeneity and
rising
computer lechnoloev.·' he said.
students
vesterdav during the violence." he slated.
chocolatev" .
"And it must provide better
Susan Coon, '74. felt that a colleee's annual 'Fathers'
"The colle/!e is part of that
and more diverse proerams in
good varietv of foods is provided Weekend' communion breakfast.
world." he continued. "It is
order to preserve a varietv of
Addressinl! the audience on the financially pressed, skirts the
in thedininR hall.
educational options."
Ucr main complaint was that topic "The Col1el!e in a leaminR constant temptation to be like
"The basis of freedom can be
whenever somethinR she did not World". Fr. Mcinnes stated, other institutions. and is beine
broadened primarilv throueh the
like was beinR served. it was .. the future of the universitv will subjected to an increasin/!
development or better teachinealwa\'s coupled with somethinR lie not in ereater phvsical invasion of crime. vandalism
both in and out of the
else shc disliked. She sURRested expansion of its plant but in its and violence."
classroom." he added.
.. No 10nRer is a colleRe a
a "chanRe or rotation in choice capacitv to improve the
He says the collej!e is
educational Qualitv of its sanctuarv: no lon/!er is it a
combinations...
challenli!ed to teach civilitv both
Jeff Manin, ·7a. said that he programs for vouth who must refuee from the world." he said,
on and off campus. and to
.'The colleRe campus can
likes the fact that there is learn in a world of freedom,"
"Since society has promised contribute to this challen/!e of
educate to human values in the
alwavs plentv to eal. but would
and granted in laree doses beine part of the 'global villaj!e'.
like a better Qualitv of meat.
dormitories and community as
Joanne Baranick said. "The freedom to the voune. it is the if it can open new possibilities
well as in the laboratory and
lecture hall.
mashed potatoes stick to the roof responsibilitv of the collej!e to for privacv and individual worth
teach students to appreciate that and if it can broaden, through
"Societv has eranted freedom:
of vour mouth. and that"s bad,"
With this variety of opinion. freedom and respond to it leaminR. the basis of our
now we must educate to
appreciate it. The central
freedoms," he stated.
and more. it is easv to adCQuatelv," he said.
"The realization that the
appreciate the difficultv of
question today is not whether the
Accordin/! to Fr, Mcinnes,
t-olleee in the 70' s will be in the schools must. therefore. provide
pleasin~ evervone.
present world or campus are too
liberal. but whether we can
But of the fifteen students middle of societv and not apart new opportunities for entrance
questioned about the food, most from it offers both danRers and not onlv for the raciallv
educate students to live with
those freedoms that surround
either complained about cold opportunitv."
disadvantaeed but for the
"The new world has no hidinR culturallv and educationallv
food. ereasv food. poor meat or
them by providing a liberal
place for privacy and it places on deprived of all aees.
lack of varietv.
education." he concluded.
nothin~

President Addresses Fathers

"enormous capability," explains
Dr. Schurdak.
It enables students to simplify
many long calculations into
relatively few steps and also
allows them work with
mathematics·like logic. He is
able to think through a problem
in tenns of mathematics, and
with relatively minor changes
write his program in APL
notation.
All work is done on one of the
center's nine typewriter
television devices which are
technically referred to as
cathode ray (C-R) terminals.
The 1500 system can
accommodate 32 terminals
simultaneously, but until this
year no more than nine were
ever needed. Four more will be
added shortly. according to the
director.
Loug Hours
Although the center normally
runs two and a half shifts a day I
five days a week, with one shift
on Saturday and one and a half
shifts of operation on Sunday, the
system operated one full month
during the end of last semester
without stopping, 24 hours a day.
For one thing, the university
rents out computer space to
eight high schools in the local
area who have their own
tenninals which are connected
to our computer through
telephone lines.
Over the past four years, over
3,500 secondary school students
have learned APL as a result of
the university's external
program,
This situation necessitates a
yearly institute for teachers,
held here each summer to
refresh them concerning new
programming
trends.
A
consulting service is also held
during the year.
I

Adminislrative Help
The computer also serves
several major administrative
functions here. Four major
systems, formerly performed
manually,
have
been
implemented into the computer
in the last t.....o years. They
include: a student billing
system. a student information
system. a student registration
system, and a budget and
expenditure reporting system.
Plans for an income reporting
system and an admissions
information system are
scheduled for implementation
this year.
Winston Tellis, manager of
computer systems in the center
since 1967. explained how a new
system operated by the
computer might compare to the
old manual billing operation', for
instance.
fn his annual report last year,
Dr. Schurdak estimated that
collections from students
increased
between
approximately $1a,OOO and
$20.000 last year due to the new
billing procedure.
Mr. Tellis suggested that at
least part of the significance of
this improvement lies in the fact
that nearly 70 per cenl of the
university's yearly income
comes from student' s tuition and
room and board,
This in addition to the other
systems, according to Tellis.
provide the university with an -"immense management help. "

l~99P"" Rood
fc",field.C",,".
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Halloran New President

Senate Elects Officers
Out1!oin/Z president Terrv
Horan conducted elections for
student /Zovernmenl offices at
last week's session of the sWdent

Jefi/:is]ature.

.

Lawrence Halloran '73 was
voted student le/Zislature
president. Other new officers
include Dennis Galla/Zher.

maiority

leader:

Peuv

McCarthv. minorilv leader: and
Paul Gallois. secretarY.
The approval of a resolution to
support Dr. Caffrev's ril:ht to
tenure was another major
outcome of the meetin/Z.
Nominations for the office of
presidency included Chris
Campbell. Larn' Halloran and
Bill Merrill.
Secoad Ballot Yktor

The nominees spoke brieflY on
their qualifications for the office
and also on their I!oals for

lelZislature this vear. Durin/Z a
brief recess. the candidates
circulated among legislature
members to expound upon their
views.
Followinl! the caucus. a fourth
nomination for Ken Dalv was
plared on the ballot.
A run-<lff between Halloran
and Campbell occurred and a
second vote favorini! Halloran
concluded the elections for
president.
Caffrey Quuttoll Debated
After new members of the
lellislature were sworn-in office.
the new president called for a
vote to decide whether the
Caffrey issue would be debated
that nij!ht.
This issue. presented bv
Dennis Gallallher. referred to
Dr. Calfrev's return to the
facultv. Caffrev. an ex-priest
turned 3I!nost1C. has reportedlv
encountered opposihon from the
unlversit\' admmistration who
is presentlv Questioninli! his
riiht to tenure gained previouslv

as a Jesuit.
Lei!islature representatives. in
a majoritv vote. favored not to
table the issue. However. a
small dissentini! faction of the
lei!islature demanded also a
hand count and a roll call. in an
effort to postpone the issue.
Mblority Urges Del.y
One spokesman urged the
postponement until the next
lejfislature meetini! so that
facultv and administration
representatives. present at the
meetini!. could discuss their
opinions on the subject.
Bill Merritt '73 emphasized
that delav of the controversv is
necessary
because ··The
Lei!lslature would be able to
hear both sides of the case
before makini! a decision in
rei!ard to supportinR Dr.
Caffrev.
He went on to sav lhat he.
alonl!
with
other
representatives. feel that those
who oppose the issue must be
given a fair chance to speak.
Despite these efforts to delav
action. the maioritv decided in
favor a( votinli! on the topic
immediatelv and subsequentlv.
the leli!islature appraved
Caf(rev's right to tenure.
Committees Formed
The session adjaurned with
requests for all those mterested
in the positions of maioritv and
minoritv whips la let their
interest be kl\Qwn to the of(jcers
during the cominj!: weeks.
Representatives were also
uri!ed. uoon the close of the
meetmi!. to silln up for the
varIOus lejfislature committees.
which will meet durinf!' the of(weeks of the student lell'islalUre.
Members will be reouired to
attend and take an acU\'e part in
the commitlee which thev have
chosen.

Faith 'Eroding'
By Timothy Grace
The five·man facully salary
com":,it~ee sharyly .criti~~zed t~e
ad!T1ln!.stratlon s
baSiC
altl.tude toward the fa~ulty and
~helr attempt to regaLn salary
Lncreases lost to the current
\lo'age freeze.
..'
In a relea.~. labelled A~uon
Memo No.2 ISSUed last Frtday
"to keep the general faculty

'.'.,m'"
••.d,,,I'p'meolS
regardmg the
freeze. the

committee members explained
that their ··confidence in the
administration's
co·
operativeness has eraded
considerably."
.
Members of the committee
include: Lee O·Connor. Arthur
Anderson. William Devine. S.J"
Harry Fishman. and Julia
Johnston.
While the committee
expressed confidence in the
faculty's chances or having their
new pay rates approved by the
Phase II pay board. they are not
so sure of the administration's
··full·· support in the event that
an appeal is necessary.
.. As we read current
informaticn regarding Phase 11
regulations and guidelines. it is
quite possible that getting our
salaries will require no more
than initiative, leadership, and
co-<lperalion on the part of the
administration."
says the
report.
According to the memo. their
lack of confidence in the
administration is due to a
September 28 meeting between
the salary cammittee and
President Mcinnes. Dean
Coughlin. Provost Barone. and
John Hickson.
At this meeting. the
administr·ation turned a
committee proposal to place
monies earmarked for increased
faculty salaries in "escraw", .
Though the adminislratian's
exact reasoning far lhis stand
was not listed. the merna does'
note some of the administrative

"remarks·' made during the
discussion: "(e.g. "It's our
money. net your money:' ··We
can use the monev ta retire the
debt:·)'
ThiS administrative altitude
toward its facult\' "made all of
us on the committee (eel terribly
uncomfartable.·· the report savs.

THE BEACHBOYS

Homecoming Nov. 5,6,7

Beachboys, Red Garter Night Set
File through your eighth grade
record collecticn and you may
get at least a hint of ....'hars
coming to Fairfield for
Homecoming - the Beachboys.
Despite some difficulty
obtaining the final contract, the
group's New York booking
agency confirmed by telegram
last week their agreement to
perform here on the evening of
November S. at 8:00 in the
Gymnasium.
The concert is scheduled as the
first majar event of this year's
three·day
Homecoming
Weekend. on November S. 6. and
7. Other highlights include
hockey, rugby. and football
games as well as the second
annual Red Garter Night.
Ticket Sales MoDd.y
Tickets for both the concert
and the entire package deal will
go on sale Monday. October 25.
at both lunch and dinner. sales
will continue Monday through
Friday until Homecoming.
Individual tickets far the
Beach Boys are going for $4
each. while the package deal.
which includes two tickets to
each major event. costs $19 this
y'a<

Experlence
.
Steps I n

All three student legislature
officials that were elected last
week are new «I the front table
duties that they have laken on.
With the exception of Peg
McCarthy. who served as
minority whip under Kevin
McKauliffe last year. both Larry
Halloran and Dennis Gallagher
are up front far the first time.
Although un(amiliar with their
new jobs. both Galla~her and
Halloran have been active in the
gavernment (ar some time.
Elected president of the
student senate in a run-<lff
election against Chris Campbell
'74. Halloran took over the initial
meeting of the Ninth Sessicn of
the Legislature and proceeded to
facilitate debate over a
resolution concerning Dr.
Augustine Caffrey's right to
tenure.
Halloran saki. "It was quite a
way «I start. The topic is so
sensitive."
The legislature
passed a statement supporting
the ex.Jesuit's claim.
Majarity leader Gallagher
propcsed the resolution.

All Acltve
A junior from Cleveland Ohio.
Halloran has served on the
legislature for a year and a half
prier to this session. He entered
the body at mid term af his
freshman year fillin~ a vacancy.
Last year, as chairman of the
Government
Operations
Committee of the legislature. he

was an active legislator as .....ell
as Chairman of the 'CamoiQ!!
Derm C<luncil.
.
An editor of the University
Voice. the philosophy major's
other activities include the
Volunteer Probation Officer
Proi!ram in Bridgepcrt.
FormerHud
Gallagher. former president of
the student government. was
elected ta the legislature
representing the beach. His
previaus experience on the
legislative committee during his
freshman year. as ....·ell as his
work (or the Free Press and
Review kept him active in the
past.
The senior from Yorktown
Hts. New York will now serve as
the person who controls debate
on the affirmative side cf the
question befare the legislature.
He is also serving as president
of the Free Press and Review
Corporation, as well as working
as a snack bar emplayee.
Miss McCarthy is a nursing
student from Queens New York.
She is also an avid hockey fan.
and a cheerleader for that group.

AcCording to Homecoming
Chairman Richard Umbdenstock
'72. the concert announcement
came at least a week later than
expected because the contract
signed here was lost in the
registered mail.
Following several days of
confusion and telephone calls to
New York. he received a
telegram confirming both the
date and the price. which is
reported to be in the vicinity af

17.500.
"We're banking an a sell-out
cro.....d af nearly 2.:00 people far
the concert." he said fanawing
the announcement. He explained
that tickets will only be sold to
Fairfield students (ar the fim
week.
Because af the financial
support promised from the
Student Government for the
concert. Umbdenstock says that
those students who haven't paid
their activities fee will be
charged another $10 for the
package deal.
"Our basic aim for this
weekend is to achieve maximum
student participation at a
minimum cost and I think we've
succeeded." said thecbairman_

The concert is the only event
scheduled (or Friday. On
Saturday mornirtfl at 10:00 a.m..
the club football squad lakes on
the University of New Haven.
Later that afternoon the rugby
club face off against Springfield
in a 1:00 p.m. tilt.
Saturday evening features Red
Garter Night complete with free
hats. garters. the Smith Street
Society Band and DI Ibs. of
peanuts.
Umbdenstock says that while
ice and glasses ...i11 be available
this year. DO mixers will be
provided. He sugests that
students bring wine and beer
rather than bard liqIIor-.
Due to limited capacity in the:
Oak Room. this year's Red
Garter Night will be open to jusl.
700 people. Only those
purchasing package deals will be
eligible. ne noted. That means
!iO package deals.
A noticeable addition to this
years agenda is a scheduled
hockey game between the Stag
skaters and MIKl. champs for
the past few years. St. Francis
Callege. at Bridgeport's
Wonderland of Ice on Sunda~· at

ooon.

Survival
of the fittest
•

In 1949, when rhe American cor buyer
hod his choice of cars M:e lhe De Sora, rhe Hudson
or the Sludebaker, !wo inlrepid souls bought Volkswogens_
II turns out they were more farsighred rhon foolhardy.
Because today rhere aren't many De Sotos, Hudsons
or Studeboken around.
BUI rhere are qUtle a lew VolksNOgens. More thon
Ihree and a half million 01 105t counl.
S'!lldam has so 11IIIe come so for.

NOONAN
VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
3S5 Ki"•• H""., F.irfi.ld, Ct.
10Th. Hoy.. of C'uto,"_ Ca,."
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~Jn The Middle

Pres. Won 'I Talk

Business as Usual
L

By Robert Byu _ _...J

News

Item:

lFairfield

Student Government President
Steven Dormer was quick to
assign the blame to a particular
for tripartite goyernancet group. "It is clearly the work of
Constitution
Mysteriously the anti-tripartite faction of the
Disappears: Leaders Panic
faculty."
he complained.
Although red-faced officials "Whenever they don't get what
within the administration. they want. they resort to
facully. and student body had underhanded practices. I'm
tried to keep it a secret. the calling on all students to raid
worst has happened - the master every faculty office. thoroughly
copy of the new constitution is search the Faculty Dining
lost. Even more embarrassing. Room. and dig up the Campus
however. is the revelaUon that Center parking lot. If we haven't
no one can remember what it found the constitution by then,
contained.
. we'lI switch to Plan B and blame
When asked to comment upon the administration instead.
the gravity of the situation.
Meanwhile, Fr. William
Universit}' ProvoslJohn Barone. Mcinnes. President of the
one of the leading delegates to university. took advantage of the
the Constitutional Convention. situation and declared martial
replied. "What conSlilUtkm?"
law
Fairfield Style. He
He explained thai the convention suspended all privileges of
had not mel in such a long time tripartitism. including the right
that he had (orgolten many of of students to entertain teachers
the details discussed at the and administrators in their
meetings. But he promised to dormitory rooms. In addition, he
appoint a commillee I,l,'hich
would investigate the problem
and report to the University
Council.
Faculty delegate Fr. John
Mcintyre oHered a possible
!De Kalb. 111.' - IJ.P.) - Four
solution as to the whereabouts of of the people most intimately
the missing document'. As one of concerned with the role of the
the principle authors of the student newspaper at Northern
constitution. Fr. Mclntvre Illinois University have gone on
indicated that he wanted' to the record with some candid
demonstrale the superior answers to tough questions about
stylistic devices of the work to "The Northern Star."
his English composition classes.
The names behind these views
He therefore borrowed the are Dr. Donald Grubb. head of
only copy from Dr. Edward the deparlment of journalism
Dew. the secretary of the since its creation in 1959; Roy
convention and placed it in the Campbell. advisor to the
chapel for safe-k·ceping. When he newspaper for more than a
returned the next day. the decade; Raymond Gibson, 197Gconstitution was gone. However. 71 first semester editor, and
Fr. Mclntne refuses Lo believe Barbara Moise. lasL spring's
that anyone would steal from a
chul'('h' and insists that the editor.
One of the hollest issues
document is slillthere.
involving campus journalism is
the use of obscene language or
other forms of four-leiter
language in the pages of the
student press. Single words of
this nature in a student
ne .....spaper have created
legislative thunderbolts aimed at
the publication.
,\pplication lo mail at secondclass postage rates is pending
Reacting to the statement that
at Fairfield. Connecticut.
obscene words have no place in a
student or any other newspaper.
The U.rverslly Voice is the
Grubb responded. "I agree. If
campus.newSpaper published
the .....riter can't express what he
every Thursday during the
.....ants to express in ordinary
academic year by Fairfield
language, his vocabulary
University. Opinions
probably is suffering. I don:t
expressed herein in no way
think that vulgarityorobsccnity.
in itself. really makes a point."
reflect the official position of
the University. Subscriptions
Campbell also agreed. "They
are available at a yearly rate
degrade the tone of a ne.....spaper.
of $6.00 and may be obtained
They serve no really useful
by Writing to the editorial
function. Most obscenities have
settings that reflect the oral or
office located in Loyola Hall.
Fairfield University Fairfield
verbal value of the word. rather
Conn.. 064:1).
than the printed...
Edilor-iD.Qid: Timothy
Both student edilors reflect
Grace
mixed feelings. Gibson believes
he would use an obscene word. if
News Ed!lor: Thomas
Kaluzynski
it would help the conLent of a
Ftat.re Editor: Lawrence
story. He referred to the Chicago
7 trial where a defendant was
Halloran
Sports Editor: Robert Blair
given a contempt citation and
Ph 0 tog ra ph y
Ed I tor:
six-month jail senlence for using
Gordon Andrew
an obscene word in court. Gibson
BustDe" Maa.ger: William
asked how you could explain the
Good
, s t o r y without using the word.
PlIotogr.y Stall:
George Ahlmeyer, John
Although she used a vulgarity
in her opening editorial. Miss
Altavela, Gordon Andrew.
John Bussmann, Howard
Moise maintained. "I personally
Rolle, RobertSaloomey Bob
don't believe in pUlling in swear
Rogglo Margie Gallagher
words for shock value." She
News Staff: Bob Byrn: agreed that these words can end
Kathie Enright, Mike Farrell.
communication with readers.
Cory Giacobbe. Mary Mullen.
"Just from my editorial. when I
Kathy Riordan. Alicia
put in that one little swear word.
Velazquez.
ninety per cent of the feedback I
Featare Siaff: Cathy
got revolved around that one
word and the rest of the edilorial
Buxton. Mary Donnarumma,
Anton Hebenstriet. Joyce
.....ent unnoticed."
Lasini, Deborah Murphy.
Grubb believes that student
Suz.anne Seretti. Ed McKeon.
newspapers should not take
Greg Guydish. Lorraine
stands on political candidates or
Lecesne, Pat Chesser.
issues. other than in student
Sports Jerry DiPietro, Tom
elections. The other three
Faranda. Jesse Heap. Gary
disagreed. The journalism
McCarthy, Debbie Mongillo.
department head not~ that
Tony Mixcus. Frank
most campuses have no
Cberiehello.
Gabe
competing newspapers to
Chericbello. Tom DeMatteo.
present diverse opinions on
L-"-'---"-:"':':":':"'''':':'''-''-'--'---'A(:and W:lates and issues.
University - Two weeks aher the
ralification of the constitution

dissolved' the neWly created
University Senate. and ordered
its members to be held under
house arrest.
Furthermore. in an attempt to
insure that the document would
never be recovered. Fr. Mcinnes
ordered a large bonfire to be
built in the middle of the
quadrangle. Each administrator
was then instructed to gather all
the memoranda. letters, and
loose scraps of paper that he
could find and throw them into
the flames.
Luckily. however. the panic
affected only a small minority
within the university. Most
students. professors. and
administrators went about their
daily routine unaware of the
great power struggle which had
been precipitated by the
disappearance
of
the
conslitutKm. Even if they had
known they wouldn't have cared.

Dirty Word Dispute
He added. "I would hold a
completely opposite view for the
professional press. because this
is an important mission of
theirs." He called for the
campus press to give as
balanced a news treatment as
possible of national and state
political developments.
Campbell believed that, with
the voting age lowered to 18,
students are becoming more
involved politically. He noted
that the paper has a
responsibility to present how
candidates feel on issues related
to student concerns, such as Viet
Nam.
Gibson said. "It's the student
newspaper's right and
responsibility to try to persuade
students as lo the kind of
candidates who are espousing
what line."

.
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640 AM
: Free Form Rock n Roll. 8:
: a.m.' 2 a.m.
:
: Special Programs This Week: :
Tonight- Trivia. 9 p.m.
:
Tuesday·SpeakOut.8p.m. :
Wednesday • Perspectives. :
: i p.m.
•

Requests taken at 259-8020

in the light of some recent
newspaper headlines, erroneous
statements,
published
documents and publicity
concerning an issue of faculty
tenure. I would like to state the
position of the University at this
time and explain the
University's refusal to seek a
resolution by public debate or
discussion.
Fairfield University adheres
to the 1940 Statement of
Prindples on Academic
Freedom endorsed by the
Association of American
Colleges and the American
Association of University
Professors.
It has stated that adherence on
the first page of the Faculty
Handbook in the following
words:
"The statement on academic
freedom, as formulated in the
1940 Statement of Principles
endorsed by the Association of
American Colleges and the
American Association of
University Professors. is the
policy of Fairfield University.
Academic freedom and
responsibility are here defined
as the liberty and obligation to
study. to investigate, to present
and interpret, and to discuss
facts and ideas concerning all
branches and fields of learning.
No limitations are implied other
than those required by generally
accepted standards of
responsible scholarship and by
respect for the Catholic
commitment of Fairfield
University. This commitment
delimits any professor only to
the extent of restraining him
from attempting to undermine
the basis of that commitment
just as university professors
anywhere are expected to
respect the principles upon
which the university at which
they teach if founded."
The IHO Statement explicitly
permits of dismissal of tenured
faculty for adequate cause but
only on condition of a fair due
process lof AAUP Statement on
Procedural Standards in Faculty
Dismissal Proceedings I. AAUP
rejects "trial by press" or
publicity before the procedures
for a fair hearing are followed.
The AAUP states: "public
statements about the case by
either the faculty member or
administrative officers should be
avoided so far as possible until
the proceedings have been
completed:' The University has
agreed to that.
Thus the University fee:1s
obligated. .....hen a question of
adjudicatk>n of faculty rights
arises. to follow carefully AAUP

procedures. Hence whenever an
issue occurs, the UniverSity will
not make public charges or
statements. and will endeavor to
avoid any remarks that might
seem lo prejudge the case. It
will not be present at public
discussions of a case of any
individual before an equitable
resolution is reached by due
process. It will not engage in
public debate. nor encourage
others - faculty. students or
administrators - to do so. To act
in any other way would be to
vtolate the letter and spirit of the
agreement the University has
already made. Besides. it would
expose individuals and the
institution to "trial by the
press."
There is a proper form and a
proper procedure - already
agreed upon by Fairfield
University and its faculty - to
handle difficult and sensitive
issues of academic freedom and
the rights of the individuals. I
regret that recent actions on the
part of some have made it more
difficult to apply these
procedures and may have
seriously compromised our
efforts to follow a process
already agreed upon.
The University, therefore. will
not make any substantive
statement on any issue until all
parties have had a chance to a
fair hearing in the proper forum
as prescribed by the AAUP
Statemenl and the UniverSity
Faculty Handbook.
I ask furlher that those of you
who have formally accepted
these procedures as being the
best way of obtaining justice and
equity for all. do not prejudice
the
possibilities
for
accomplishing these goals by
premature and uninformed
discussion of any individual
case.
I ask. finally. that all who
rightfully believe that the entire
academic community has "a
right to know" also accept .. the
prior right of each individual to a
fair hearing:' recognizing that
this latter right may sometimes
circumscribe or delay the right
to know.
The procedures whieh the
University intends to follow
were worked out carefully by
many interested parties in order
to make the academic
community viable and strong.
especially by protecting the
rights of individuals in times of
difficulties. It is. above all. in
times of stress that these
procedures may prove most
valuable.
Rev. William Mcinnes. S.J.
President

Letters to The Editor
Dear Editor:
In regard to your recent
article and then a letter by
Nicholas Bove concerning the
John Birch Society, alii can say
is that I hope you have backed
the right horse. I live in a
community that is chocked full
of John Birchers and from what I
have seen and heard. it is nothing
like the Utopia described by Mr.
Bove.
For example, is it a show of
patriotism on the part of a John
Bircher to evade paying his
income taxes for three years.
and' then to neglect to take out
social security for his
employees? Is it right to accuse
the promoters of a music festival
(and not a rock festival) of being
Communist because of the
political beliefs of one of the
performers? I am not saying
that Mr. Bove is not allowed to
express his views. I am saying
that before support is given (by
means of articles that" ".have
helped my recruilment on the
Fairfield University Campus
immensely.") "One should look
into all aspects of such a thing,
which ..... will be one of the top
issues at Fairfield." If truth is
the only weapon of the Jobn

Birch Society. as Mr. Bove has
stated, then let the WHOLE
truth be heard.
sincerely,
Paul Kenedy

.,.

Dear Editor:
On behalf of the staff of the
FFP&R I would like to thank the
Voice for printin'g the.
anonymous letter from "41
parent" concerning our
advertisement "on page four."
His or her keen eyesight
recognized a grammatical error
that went completely unnoticed
by our staff. In the future we will
correct the spelling in our
advertisement for subscriptions
from "Know" to "Now" as it
should be. We at the FFP&R feel
that this parent's diligence in
the pursuit of excellence in
journalism should not go
unrewarded. If you would please
forward our business staff hisor
her name and address we will
send Mr. or Mrs. anonymous a
free one year subscription to the
FFP&R.
Much thanks,

Greg Keilty
Editor-in-ehief FFP&R
P.S. His or her recognition of the
fa~t ~hat our ':liberal policy" in
prmtmg all sides of the issue
"does not compare to the Voice"
is also very gratifying to us.
Thanks again.

Editors Nole: The following
paragraph was deleted
from a leher to the editor in last
weeks issue of the Voice due to
lack of space. The figures listed
below were omitted from a
letter written by Peter J. Fallon
'75. which discussed student
government appropriations.
For those students who have
paid their $25.00 activity fee.
here is a breakdown of how your
money is being appropriated:
Do you feel that the budget·
reflects the interests of all the
students?
"" CIIIL Affal..,

71lo Com. Aetion
i'IloGow.Op.
IU, s~. Serv.
12'1lo Soc. Affain
29'Ilo Thl! Nfdia
SN. ('Iubl
AlTlOIInl IOdale,

•.1St
'1.1S1

, I.!ICII

......
......

'3.001
'3.001
'&'$111
".liOl

.m.ooo

.....
.....
.....
"'... ......
$13.000
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A Busy Weekend

,

Tonight., Tomorrow and Sunday

Mother Courage Still Traveling
By lArry Uallor••

Bertold Brecht's Mother
Courage will conclude its run
this

weekend

with Thursday,

Friday and Saturday night
performances at the Fairfield
University Playhouse.
Viewed by enthusiastic
audiences Utis past weekend, the

play is the story of a 17th
Century traveling saleswoman
who drags her wagon and brood
of international children behind
both annies engali;ed in the 30
Years War.
Throughout the struggle.
Mother Courage. as the bossy
head of clan is known.
withstands the loss of two sons. a
temporary economic disaster •
peace. and the death of her mule
daughter who wailed for the
ultimate peace that would bring

The chaplain is played by
William Graham '73, who
mumbles and eats his way into
the hearts of the audience with a
humorous style and exaggerated
motions.
The two sons lost in war are
portayed by Bob Boccardi '72
and Joseph Buonnincontra. '72
both veterans of the stage.
An interesting feature of the
play. in these days of faculty
prerogotives and sector
autonomy, is Dr, George Lang's
portrayal of the army coot. Dr.
Lang an assistant professor of
mathematics. appeared at home
on the stage as well as in the
classroom,
The mute KaUrin was done by

Constance Dunseath. who played
an important role in last year's
Viet Rock production. Her slight
frame and sad face make the
character of KaUrin an easy one
for the audience to pity.
The set design, lighting.
costuming and hidden musicians
all made the best of a crowded
situation. The small stage is
made to accommodate all the
action around Mother Courage's
life· her wagon.
neA1Idie~

The audience consisted mostly
of the over :II crowd. with few
students present. With tickets at
SZ.SO. it is conceivable that
many students have yet to see a
production at the playhouse.

her a husband.

With
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equal

cool.

she

withstands the advances of a
bungling Protestant chaplain and
an army cook known to a
deserted lover as Peter Piper.
In the end, with her chances
for economic stability gone with
the cook to Utrecht. the sole
reason for her staying behind is
dead - shot warning a sleeping
town of a raid. Kaltrin is gone.
MotherCourage is alone.
TbeMessage
Various bits of conversation
between characters in the play
reveal the message. From her
first reaction to the accusation
that "You make your living off
the war." Mother Courage
learns that it must claim
something in return_
With everyone elses sons dying
all around her, Mother Courage's
reply that those dying "need not
be mine" rings hollowly.
The play is filled with obvious
irony. In a rather wise speech.
Mother Courage declares that it
is virtue that distinguishes dead
soldiers from those that are
alive after the battle. It is
courage that makes leaderless
men take a town "in the name of
God".
And just so, it is Mother
Courage who battles vallianlly
on sLage to make the best of an
awful situation. to make the best
of life. She is the courageous
soldier who proclaims her own
ultimate downfall.
The play also contains
several variations of the
argument that there can never
be world peace. just. "breathes
of air between wars."

ne Players
Mother Courage is played by
Eleanor Carranty. an actress
who has been on the Fair(ield
University stage before. She has.
also done work in Westport.
Her strong features and bold
motions make her striking in the
part.

THE CHAPLAIN - portrayed by William Graham '73, woos a

reluctantl\'lother Courage in the play of the same name. The play
runs Thursday. Friday and Saturday of this week.
PIlec. b)'G~ A.aolm.yf1f"'.

By Ed McKeo&
There are few rock groups who
can get up on a stage and
maintain the quality of sound
which is found on their studio
recorded material.
Even fewer in number are the
performers who can create a
dynamism on stage which is
impossible to capture in the
plastic grooves of a record. It
can prove to be a disappointment
to find out that your favorite
singer's voice is more a product
of a studio technician's skill than
of hisown talenL
In the same respect, the
guitarist you thought so highly of
may be capable of IitUe more
than strumming a few simple
chords.
Studio Q. .lity
Groups relying heavily on
orchestral backgrounds on their
recordings must be able to
reproduce these effects on a
mellotron or a moog, The one·
man band antics of someone like
Paul McCartney would be
impossible to reproduce on stage
without the help of a backup
band, in which case the one-man
band is gone.
Directly opposing the
problems
that
the
aforementioned groups would
face, are the problems of groups
like Ike and Tina Turner or
Emerson. Lake. and Palmer who
find it hard to convey the visual
power of their performance onto
record.
Artistic BaJance
One group which has reached
some degree of balance between
the quality of recorded material
and stage ability is Traffic.
Welcome To The Canteen.
recorded live at Fairfield Hallin
London, is testimony to the fact
that the group maintains its high
standard of music when
performing live.
Actually the group performing
on the album is not completely
Traffic: there is Steve Winwood,
Rich Grech. Jim Capaldi. and
Chris Wood of Traffic, Dave
Mason formerly of Traffic. and
Jim Gordon and "Reebop"
Kwaku Baah helping out on an
assortment of drums. Because of
the added members, the group
would be more suitably labeled
"Traffic-Plus,"
For any typical group. an

'Getting the Most for Least'
Do you know how to move a
grand piano without its moving
you? How to strike booby traps
from a lease. bargain for old
furniture - or make your own
cheaply - kill a roach. repair a
leaking pipe, procure the best
food for the least money? Martin
Poriss tells you all this and
much, much more in HOW TO
LIVE CHEAP BUT GOOD: A
PRIMER FOR PEOPLE WITH

Gonzaga Gets Screen
Last weekend. Mali!li!ie Smith
told the audience \'iewinl! The
Prime of Miss Jean 9rodie that
she was in charee of puuine old
heads on \,oune shoulders. And
all this time. students thoueht it
was the prolectionist.
An\'one who attempted to
watch the weekend movies at the
end of the paSI school vear will
afZree that Gonzaea Auditorium
was badly in need of a new
screen. In Mav. an act of
vandalism left two l!apinJ!: holes
in the surface o( the screen. and
students and iacuitv alike were
treated to &b's head on Ted's
shoulders. Carol"s shoes on
Alice-s feet. and various other
visual effects.
Mr. Georjl!e P. Malonev.

Traffic- Plus

Director of Purchasin/i!. told the
that "the screen in
GonzaJ:a. prior to Mav. had been
in place for 14 \'ears. We have no
idea how or bv whom the screen
was damaeed, but it is hard to
imaj!'me that students .....ould
deSlrov somethin.e lhat is
provided for their enlovment."
DurinJ: the summer, a
temooran' screen was obtained,
followine a decision that
mendinjl! the old screen .....ould
have been impractical,
Voice

"We were informed." said Mr.
Malonev. "that even the best
patChinJ: .....ould leave seams in
the screen. and these obviouslv
would ha\'e distorted the imal!es.
ThouJ:h the lemPOrarv screen
was bv far too small. It was the
onlv option available to us. We
were awaitinJ: arrival of a new
screen. which had been ordered
in the earlv summer months."
The screen now in place in
Gonzal!a was purchased from
the National Theater Supplv
Companv at a cost of S6OO.

HIGH TASTES AND LOW
INCOMES.
Martin Poriss, a recent
Harvard graduate. has written a
comprehensive.
care(ully
organized, and extremely
practical book of advice for the
less-than-aHluent
apartmentdweller faced wi~h searching for
a place to live, with moving into
it. maintaining it- and himselfon a basement budget. His
precise. dovo'Tl-to-earth advise is
offered with lively wit and
illustrated with cartoons and
how-to·do-it diagrams by
Charles Hening. Jr. A detailed
index makes it easy to put a
finger on your particular
problem.
In showing you "how to s.....im
rather than sink. think rather
than pay," Mr. Poriss deals with
the-following topics:
How to rind and examine
apartments and avoid getting
nailed by leases or landlords:
Moving day
how to
dissemble. pack. and carry
everything from teapots to grand
pianos: rent and drive vans.
trailers. and trucks:
Fixing up an apartment - from
cleaning to painting to rug
repair: creative suggestions for
making or scrounging furniture:
How to handle your landlord
personally and legally:
The Inner Man - ways to get
the best food (or the least
money, how to cook it. serve it,
store it - and clean the mess
hall:
How to slash the utility,
telephone, and clothing bills:
Home repairs for the man with

detailed
t.....o left hands
remedies for plumbing, drain,
faucet. and electrical problems,
sagging doors. and stuck
windows.
HOW TO LIVE CHEAP BUT
GOOD is crammed with useful
tips for the householder. Here
arejusta(ew:
When painting. coat windows
and hardware with Vaseline paint spatters will rub off easily.
Fresh eggs look dull and
rough. not smooth or shiny.
Painting radiators with a dullfinish oil base paint can make
your room warmer.
For greasy .....ork clothes a cup
of kerosene added to soapy
laundry water works wonders.
If all else fails to rid your
apartment of cockroaches. adopt
a toad as a pet.

F';I',
I

Sb-: ;.

Brandy of the
Damned
album like thIS would probably
be labeled a "best of" or a
"Golden Hits" album because
all the material has been
previously recorded.
Traffic though can and does
make the experience of listening
to these old songs almost the
same as listening to new
material. "Medicated Goo".
which first appeared on the Last
Exit Traffic album. doesn't lose
anything either. which is
probably more important.
Dave Mason's "saa and Deep
as You" is performed by Mason
playing acoustic guitar, with the
slightest bit of bongo and flute
in the background. The effect is
pretty, and it helps along the
love poem which Mason is
singing.
Any rendition of "40.000
Headmen" would be great
because of tbe song's high rank,
and in this version Chris Wood on
his flute winds in and out of the
melody with his high-pitched
rifts. Side one ends with Mason's
throaty performance of his
"Shouldn't Have Took More
Than You Gave" which
definitely gains in the live
version.
VocaJ Talnl
Steve Winwood proves his rock
and roll singing ability on the
two utended cuts of the album.
"Dear Mr. Fantasy" and
I'Gimme Some Lovin".
Some people may IIOt like this
rendition of "Gimme Some
Lovin"
but with
the
improvisational skills of the
group, this version rocks harder
than the original,
After hearing Welcome to the
Canteen, in a way one regrets
that the group really isn't
Traffic. It's saddening that the
group will not revert back to
Traffic. with Dave Mason,
"Reebop" Kwaku Baah, and Jim
Gordon leaving to pursue
separate interests.
Because these musicians have
recreated the sound of tbe old
Traffic and added something
uniquely original. it can only be
hoped that maybe the genUemen
will someday get together again
and once more produce their
harmonious noise.

Foreign Film Series
The Department of Modem Languages will present a series of
foreign films on Mondays and Tuesdays during the semester_
Films will be shown in Gonzaga Auditorium. at various times
listed below.
Film screening are open to the public at no charge. Tuesday
evening shows are being shown with the cooperation with the
Fairfield University Film Society. All films have English suI>
titles. unless otherwise noted. The schedule films include:
MoDllay, Oct. %5: Le Medecm maJlre lal.
A film version o( an actual stage performance of the Moliere
play. The plot centers around a man who becomes a doctor in spite
of himself, Screened at 3:30. No subtitles.
~oaday, Nov. 8: Lua.-1I10.
The film version of the famous Spanish picaresque novel. The
story involves tbe adventure of a young orphan boy in medieval
Spain. Shown at 7 p.m.
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Placement to Offer
Varied Services
By Joyce LasiDl

With over 300 seniors annually
seeking jobs after graduation.
great attention is focused upon
the Career Counseling and
Placement QUice. This year the
seniors will find a new director.

Rev. Laurence O'Neil. Father
O'Neil was appointed to replace
C. Donald Cook, who was given
the position of athletic director.
Father O'Neil is not really new

to Fairfield. He has been
working at Fairfield Prep since
1955 and

has served

in

the

capacities of leacher, assistant
principle, and most recently as
director of guidance. In this last
position, Father dealt primarily
with college placement. which
directed his interests toward the
university when the position as

placement

director

was

available.

Having received bis master's
degree in guidance and
counseling, Father O'Neil will
soon complete the requirements
for his six year certificate (rom
the Graduate School of
EducatKln.
PlaeemnlOffice
Misillterpreted

difficult but not impossible.
"Though on-eampus recruiting
has dwindled. a number of
companies we wrote to over the
summer,"
he commented,
"would not interview on campus
but did express a desire to
review resumes and conduct
private interviews with future
graduates." He went further in
saying that the jobs are available
but it will be up to the individual
senior to do the work and be
persistent in his drive to seek a
job.
New Ideas Are S~D
Father O'Neil has come to his
new position with some
innovaUons in mind. He would
like to change the historical
prospective of placement and
redirect the current emphasis
toward counseling. Father feels
that career counseling is more
important tban the actual
placement.
"I believe there is a trend
which is changing attitudes.
Students are less concerned with
jobs and the monetary
remuneration and focus their
attention on a career," says
Father. "Concurrently, future
goals rather than specific jobs
have become more important to
lhe students'"'
UDderciassme. Become Objeets
"Because of this Change, I
would like to work with
underclassmen in helping them
1.0 recognize their own values
and develop a mature self
concept," Father O'Neil
continued. In so doing, Father
feels there will be greater
emphasis on a student's working
toward a goal in life and the
actual job placement will
become secondary.
Father believes that by
counseling a student .....hen he has
just begun his college
experience. it will be more
effective than trying to inject
direction into the life of a senior
when he has already completed a
four year curriculum and still
has nodefinitegoals in mind.
In order to facilitate this
change in the Career Counseling
and Placement Office, Father
O'Neil hopes to be able to expand
his stafr.

Hislorically, seniors have
looked lo the placement oUice as
an employment agency. Father
O'Neil feels this is an incorrect
altitude. He indicates that the
placement office is a center for
the dissemination of information
regarding jobs. Specifically he
stated that his function would be
to show the seniors "how" to go
about getting a job.
"After all, once they leave the
university, they will be looking
for jobs by themselves for the
remainder of their careers," he
says.
Job Sl~S Take.
Along this line. father has
encouraged the seniors to have
an appointment with him. He
feels he can prepare the seniors
for interviews with companies
and alert them to the many
pitfalls which ensue during a
conversation with an interviewer
from
a
corporation.
Furthermore, Father has
expressed his willingness in
helping the seniors to compose
and correct a proper resume.
During the summer. the
placement office sent letters to
200 (.'1)mpanies, inviting lhem to
visit the campus to conduct job
interviews. or these letters.
Coach Jim Kuhlman's
there were only thirty two struggling soccer team. winless
affirmative replies. A list of through its first seven contests,
these companies has been 'will take a breather (rom its
distributed among the seniors.
tough schedule until its next
It is a fact that the job Friday's home contest against
situation, which is a result of Monmouth College.
general economic conditions. is
The Stag booters took it on the
not positive. However. Father chin twice last week. falling to
has expressed optimism and Southern Connecticut and
says that the overall situai'iK>n~.;s. . .p"a.,.e~,~soniOs.l.a.te
•.__i;j_ _"

SfAG IN PURSUIT - Dennis Zambelli '7S. latcbes on to a Westchester receiver In last Saturday
night's losing effort.

Soc., Psych Gaining

Students Favor History, English
While English and history prospective major in the spring 24 per cent increase over last
continue to hold the line around before their freshman year. year's figure brings tbat
here as the two most popular Many cbange after their first department to a total of 87
undergraduate majors, the year, he explained.
undergraduates in the top three
sociology. psychology, and
The dean noted that, in line classes.
biology departments show the with many other liberal arts
The mathematics department
most dramatic increases in colleges, psychology and which. according to the
students over last year's figures. sociology are growing at an statistics, generally suffers a
These are two conclusions "incredible" rate at Fairfield.
huge drop (rom year to year,
drawn from this year's estimate
This year the sociology experienced a 13 per cent
of student population in each of department
has
166
increase this year, 61 students
the major fields of concentration undergraduates enlisted. an are currently in math.
offered in the undergraduate appros:imate increase over last
While modern languages
year's total of almost 43 per dropped approximately 2 per
college of arts and sciences.
Recently released by the cent.
cent this year. a heavy freshmen
dean's office. the statistics show
Psycbology, on the other hand, enrollment suggests that its fate
that
English's
241 has25 per cent more people in its may soon be enlivened. Fr.
upperclassmen and history's 172 A.B. program this year than last. Coughlin explained that their
members from the sophomore, Appros:imately IJ) students are foreseeable rise may be due to
junior and senior classes are currently enrolled there.
the interest of co-eds in
clearly the most populous.
Also. the biology department languages.
The Rev. James H. Coughlin, shows a .....hopping increase in
Possibly the most significant
S.J.. vice-president in charge of upperclassmen population over drop this year was in the
academic affairs. explained that last year. up to 152 students. an economics department ",'bieb
freshmen statistics must be increase of nearly 32 per cent. fell almost 8Y.! per cent to 91
looked at separately since. for Couple this factor .....ith an all- people.
the most part. their choices are time high freshman figure and
Classics, theology. and
"relatively meaningless."
biology department may gain philosophy are conspicuously
According to Fr. Coughlin, several notches in the next few low this year. Classics has 5
most frosh don't know what they years.
upperclassmen. lheology has 8,
are picking when they Jist a
Of all the business courses while philosophy jumped up 28
offered at r~airfield, marketing per cent to a total of 23 students.
seems to be the most popular. A

Hooters. Winless,

~.,.

e;.,.. AM~w 'T!

WHEN IN DOUBT· PUNT! - was a lesson quickly learned by the
new additions to Fairfield intramural football.

Owls Squeak By
The Owls clipped the Stags HI
as a goal scored with six minutes
remaining in the game proved to
be: the victory margin. Es:cellent
lateral passing by Southern was
instrumental in the win.
Once again the failure to
mount an offensive attack led to
the Stags' do.....nfall. They
managed only eleven shots on a
goal.
The defense played its
consistently solid game with
goalie Jim Sinnott grabbing 21 of
Southern's 22 shots on goal.
Gia.D.aeto Outs,..dlDl
The :"1 defeat at the hands of
Paterson was nevertheless
highlighted by the outstanding
play of co·captain Vin Gianetto
who broke the boolers' seasonlong scoreless streak with a
fourth quarler goal. Giannetto
received the mOSl valuable
player award for the Father's
Weekend Game.
Paterson State came OUl
strc.ng against the Stags by
scoring three second quarter
goals to take a 3-0 half time lead.
The Tigers took an even more
commanding 4.() lead via a third
period score and held a 5'() lead
with about three minutes
remaining in the game.
At this point Giannetto kicked
in the first score of the season
and closed the deficit to S·1.
Sinnott made eighteen saves
on 33 Paterson shots at the goal.
The Stags got off 11 shots. Most
of them came in the fourth
quarter when the offense sho.....ed
some spark by outshooting the
Tigers 1I·3.

AccoaBliag
BioioBY
Chemiltr-y
Classics
EcoDOmics
EacieeeriDC
EIlIIiIill
F1BaDce
History
IDdlistrial
Maucemeat
Markeliag
Mathematics
Modem Laapages
Philosophy
Phyics
Politics
Psycflology A.B.
Sociology
Theology

TOTAL

So....
26
77
to

3
29

11
113
IS

Junior

Senior

25

17

..,
..
17

32

6

15

41
1.

69

26

19
46
17
14
8
5
52

33

IS

11
9

50
65
14

,

632

50
52
5

56'

26

11

.,•
•
56
,.
50
14

15

11
15

Tolal
68

..

152

5
91
17

24'

41
112

:II
81
61
41

•,
"•• ,.,12.
23
21

15

168

1

34.

8
1.563

"

+5
+32
+23
+67

....

+8.9

+23
+,
-13
·33

+24
+13

.,

+28
·25
+11
+25
+43
+50

Eliscu Speaks Tonight
Sculptor Frank EJiscu. who's
one-man show opened Sunday at
Fairfield University, will
conduct a lecture demonstraion
on sculplure in the university's
Campus Center Thursday
evening at 8 p.m......hich is open
to the public.
The lecture demonstration will
be: in the form of a gallery-walk
conducted by the artist, during
which he will explain his
technique of preparing wax
models of his .....ork before the
execution of castings in bronze.
Eliscu is the author of two
books on the subject of sculpting
in was:, "Direct Wax Sculpture"
and "Three Techniques - Wax,

Clay and Slate", and is presently
preparing a third, "Slate and
SoflStone Sculpture."
During the walk area residents
will have the opportunity to view
it pieces of the artist's .....ork in
microcrystaline wax. bronze.
slate. and rubbings on rice paper
from slate now on display at the
university.
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Fall to Westchester

Ironmen Drop Another
fairfield's football club, still
winless and scoreless after its
28-0 loss to Westchester, travels
to Norwalk Community College
this Saturday to take on the
perenially strong Cougars.
Game time is 1:30.
The Cougars own an
impressive 3-1 record and the 0-4
Ironmen will be hard pressed to

avenge last year's 10-6 loss to
them.

Coach Tri's Carta is slilllr~'ing
La solve his offensive woes but
inexperience and injuries have
plagued him throughout the first
half of the season.

The backfield has been without
the services of its main threat.
Choo Choo Harbor. for the last

two weeks. Carta contends that
this loss has taken away his only

outSide threat and in lum has
hurllhe attack lremendousl~'.
H Harbor can return to full
strength and if the current
number one quarterback, soph
Jim Collins. can get more game
experience. Carla feels the
offense could begin to gel.
The offenSe continued to
spuuer however in the loss to
Westchester.
I\!though they
gained good field position on
numerous occasions due to the
defensive units' effort, the
offense failed to su~tain any kind
of a drive all night.
Offensively.
Fairfield
managed onl~' til tolal yards as
(:orr.oared to 300 for the Vikings.
Wesichester's attack was well
spread with 197 .vards on ground
with 103 through the air.
After numerous exchanges of
the ball in the first quarter.
Westchester took the lead when
fullback Tobby Parrish bolted 7a
.vards for the Vikings initial
score. The point after kick was
good and Fairfield trailed 7-0.
The VIkings struck twice
through the air in the second
quaneI'. With four minutes gone
in the period on third down.
Polizzi faded back and flipped a
short screen pass to halfback
Tony ~ignore who weaved his
way 50 .\·ards through ~tag
defenders to pa.\' dirt to give his
mates a 14-0 lead with the extra
point kick.
The runrllng of the fast and big

Westchester backs continued to
peck away at the Stag defense.
Parrish wenl for another long
gain wnen he darted from the
Viking 41 to Fairfield's 29 \'ard
line.
.
Two downs later from 30 yards
out. quarterback Polizzi spoiled
flanker Mario Valentino down
the middle and he took it in for
the T.D. The kick was good and
Westchester held a commanding
21·0half time lead
In the second half the Fairfield
defense came through with
numerous big plays to prevent
Ihe Vikings from racking up a
bilu!er seore.
The biggest play by the headsup defense came when standout
line backer Bill Brewer busted
through LO block it. Westchester
punt. Fairfield recovered inside
the Viking ten to give the Stags a
first and goal to go.
On three successive plays the
offense failed to reach pay dirt.
With fourth and goal Kicker
Mark Schwabe's field goal
attempt was blocked as the Stags
were once again stopped from
break ing their scoring draught.
On the blocked kick the
Vikings recovered and advanced
the ball to Fairfield's 43 yard
.
line on the recoverv run.
Again the defense came
through with the big plays when
Freshman Dennis Zambetti
intercepted a Westchester pass
at the 50 and retumed it to the
Viking 25.
The threat for a score was
again squelched as Westchester
safet.v Mark Smith picked off an
errant CnllinR oass.

(-3, R-4 Grab
Gridiron Slots
Campion 3. in a season long
battle for the Coastal Division
top slot with Campion 2.
captured sole possession or first
b~' edging arch rival Campion 2
last week by a 2-0 seore. A
'safetv. credited to Mike
Fortanese highlighted this
strong defensive ballII.'.
Regis 4 Dominates
Unbeaten Begis 4 stormed into
first place in the Capital Division
by ripping !legis 2. 14-0 and
white-washing !legis I by an 8-0
decision.
SQutheast. laSI week's Capitol
division frontrunner and
previously undefeated leam.
dropped a ti-O game to Fairfield
Beach. The Beachteam. sparked
bv Terrv Sacchi's touchdown
pass to Ted Martens. maintained
its share of first plate in the
Century Division.
. NWY Unbeaten
The Studs. tied with Fairfield
Beach. put together a good allaround game against Loyola 3 in
its 26-0 win. Northwest 4 dumped
Gonazaga 2 on the strength of
quarterback Steve Lennox's four
touchdown aerials. Lantern's
Point. lrailing Northwesl 4 by
one-half game. shutout
Northwest 2 in a 7-0 contest.
In other action during last
week Campion 4. sparked by
Dave Porter's sa,rety. edged
Northwest 3 bv a 2-0 score.
Northwest J took a forfeit win
over Northwest L. !legis J.
though suffering its first loss of
the se~son to Regis 4. earlier
handed PKT a 6-0 setback.

NEW ADDITION -to the intramural leagues this year are three girls touch football teams. The teams
are composed of members of Loyola. Gonzaga and Southeast.
I'bDlO b)'Cortion Andre... ·n

Ruggers Edge Columbia Grads
A last second score by Peter
Ferrara and the ensuing
conversion kick by Charlie
Morace saved the day for the
Fairfield Rugger A tea'm as they
downed Columbia Graduate
School. 9-7. before a large and
enthusiastic crowd al Central
Park last Saturday in New York.
Enthusiastic Crowd
The game was played before
well over 200 people. including
players from several other rugby
clubs. and when the referee
signalled the end of the match
the ~rowd swarmed onto the
field to embrace the happy A
players.
This Saturday the Big Red will
open a three game home stand
when they meet the New York
Rugby Club.
The following week the Red
Ruggers will meet the Essex
Rugby Club and two weeks from
Saturday they will tangle with
Springfield for Homecoming.
The Ruggers have won their
last seven home games. a string
running back to lasl fall.
In Saturday's A game the Red
Ruggers and Columbia fought a
closely matched battle with both
teams playing well.
Fairfield penetrated within the
Columbia 25 yard line on
numerous occasions in the first
half. but they were unable to

2 to Go for Harriers
By Tony Mixcus
This year"s cross country
squad. regarded by Coach Nick
Giaquinto as his best learn ever,
owns a 4-1 record with three
possible wins looming in its two
rem~ining meets.
ThIS Saturday the team tra\'els
to Worcester to take on·
As~ump~ion C~llege and. the
Umverslty of New Haven 10 a
triangular meet.
.
The S~ags. have prev~l~ed
unbeaten to tn-meet compel It Ion

"Ironwomen"
Sooner or later it had to
happen
Under the
leadership of intramural
director Garv Marzolla the
campus football league has
expanded. It now (eatures a
co-ed circuit. In last week's
opener. Loyola edged out the
Gonzaga Gals 6-0 on Diane
Oakley's 29 yd. touchdown
run. Marzolla reports that he
is still taking entries for
expansion learns and that
Southeast has officially
challenged Loyola to battle it
out. The game is scheduled
this afternoon on the
intramural field.

thus tar and a double win in Ihis
meet would ensure a beller
finish than laSI year's 7-3 mark.
The harriers close out their
regular season at home on,
November6againstSl. Peter·s.
Last Saturday the Stags
competed in the Cod Fish Bowl
Tournament at Boston State
College and finished ninth out of
a Held of 17 teams.
The competition was keen as
this meet annually draws some
of the top teams in the New
England area such as Tufts and
Boston University.
Captain Gene Mulvaney has
been the top point man for this
vear's well balanced squad.
Mulvaney and freshman Rich
Von Glahn have been lhe Stags·
mOSI consistent runners to date
by. rinishing in Fairfield's top
five circle every meet.
Bob Kunces. John Mullins.
Chris Weigl. Andy Stevenson.
Bob Torte and Joe Stanley have
all placed in the Stags top five at
least once in the three meets so
far.
Giaquinto points out that the
well spread finishes by his
runners indicate the remarkable
depth of this senior-less SQuad.
He also credited the sixth and
seventh men (or their ability to
displace opposing runners into
higher places and more points.

capitalize and get the ball into
the end zone.
Columbia was unable to pierce
the Fairfield backfield by
running, but they did manage to
advance on fly kicks and punts
off of penalty kicks.
Penalty Scores
Fifteen minutes into the first
half Fairfield was penalized and
the Columbia kicker made the 30
yard goal penally kick to give
lhem a 3·0 lead.
The Ruggers got thal seore
back five minutes later as
sophomore Morace booled a 25
yard penalty kick.
The remainder o( the half was
INTKAMURAL STANDlNGS
(as of Oct. 15)
National Conference
Century Division
Fairfield Beach
3 I 1
Studs
3 I I
Loyola 3
2 3 I
PKT
I 5 0
Capitol Division
Regis 4
5 0 0
Southeast
4 1 0
Regis t
2 1 2,
Regis 2
22 1
-Regis3
0100
American Conference
Central Division
Northwest 4
5 0 0
Lantern Point
4 0 0
Northwest 3
2 2 0
Northwest 2
2 3 0
• Northwest I
0 9 1
Coastal Division
Campion 3
3 2 0
2 3 0
Campion 2
Campion 4
1 2 1
Gonzaga 2
1 4 0
• forfeited remaining games.
Fall 8aseball Stats
Won 2
Lost 11
Batting Averages
Team
.196
McKee
.369
.266
Ciccone
Toaso
.266
Kelleher
.263
Pitching
W

ERA

L

o

Gabrielle
Trojanowski
Yates
Laughna
McGintee
Beardsley

o
1

o
o
1

3 2.21
2
2
1
2
2

1.00
3.00
2.25
2.45
5.42

fast-moving but scoreless so that
at half-time the score stood at 33.
The second half action swayed
back and (ounh until mid-way in
the half when Fairfield had a
serum on their own five yard
line.
The Red Rugger serum won
lhe hook. but Columbia got the
ball back and in the following
loose serum managed to push
over the goal line for the trv.
Kick Falls
However on the conversion
attempt junior hooker John
Kinney knocked the ball away.
and the score stood at 7-3.
Fairfield then went on the
attack, penetrating deep into
Columbia lerritory only lo be
thwarted several times by
penalties. At .one point junior
Kevin Manley got into the end
zone but he was unable to lauch
the ball down for the score.
Finally. with time running OUI
Fairfield look a set serum at the
Columbia fifteen. Fly-half Chris
Galvin passed 1O Ferrara and the
junior center broke two tackles
going into the end zone (or the
decisive seore.
Morace made the conversion
kick and the referee then ended
the game, giving the Ruggers
their second victory in four
games.
In the game both the serum
and backfield played well. The
serum consistently gol
possession of the ball and gang
tackled ferociously, while the
nacks ran and kicked well.
B's Loss
In the B game Fairfield did
everything right but score, as
they lost. 7-4. The B's missed ten
scoring opportunities inside the
Columbia ten yard line, as
sophomore John McGroarty was
the only Red Rugger to score.
The C team also lost. going
down 3-0. The C's lost the game
as they missed two easy penalty
kicks.

r-------------,
APIZZA CENTER
I

I
I

II

RESTAURANTS
Pina Baked in B,kkOvenl
Monironi-S'"""tttHQ.....

1_______
I

116'..'ld.

folrfo.ld

___ ..J

255.1596 I

~the liqUOr Barrell
FEAtURING
Walk in Ref. Capacity of

500 CASES OF COLD BEER
And Chilled Wines.
1..3.. POST ROAD

FAIRFtELD, CONN.

III

259-1764

